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Preface
A group of researchers working at the Institute of Geodesy of the University of Stuttgart is
currently analyzing the hydrology of inland water bodies, trying to find a way to compute
the discharge of rivers using satellite remote sensing data. They were looking for somebody
to take a look into the data provided by the CryoSat-2 mission and to evaluate its capability
for hydrological purposes. The experience at the institute with CryoSat-2, which is originally
focused on the monitoring of ice masses, was very little, so you had to start from the beginning.
They offered me this topic to write my bachelor thesis about it.
A Graphical User Interface (GUI) had be created to visualize the data for given longitude and
latitude. This also required some preparations like the download and the management of
CryoSat-2’s user product dataset as well as the processing of it in a way that allows a fast and
flexible interface.
Focus and extend of the analysis of the data emerged itself in the course of the work, because
its capability had to be determined in the process. It turned out that conclusions about the
extent of rivers and their slope can be drew quite well and so the analysis part focused on
these two characteristics.
V

CryoSat-2, a remote sensing satellite of ESA, which is originally designed for the monitoring of
sea and land ice surfaces, provides global radar altimetry data, that can also be used for other
areas of application. This thesis will analyze its capability for hydrological studies of rivers,
more precisely of their water level, extent and slope.
For this purpose a GUI based on MATLAB, called CryoTrack, has been developed, which
allows the operator to comprehend the tracks of the CryoSat-2 satellite on a global grid and to
access their measurements for selected area and date. This data was used to determine water
extent and slope of rivers, by combining the information of several radar altimetry quantities.
Analyzing several intersections between the satellite tracks and the Niger River, algorithms
for the designation of river width and slope were derived and tested for their capabilities and
limitations. The transitions between water and land surfaces can be detected for wide rivers
and their distance allows an estimation the river width. The moderate accuracy of this water
extent calculation stands in contrast to the very good results of the slope computation between
two or more intersections in the second part of the analysis.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 CryoSat-2 Mission
CryoSat-2, launched on 8 April 2010, is the replacement mission for the original CryoSat
satellite which has been lost in a launch failure in 2005. The Mission is part of ESA’s Earth
Explorers series, which is focusing on the science and research elements of their Living Planet
program. With GOCE, ESA’s gravity mission launched in March 2009, and SMOS, a water
mission launched in November 2009, there are two other Earth Explorers operating.
The focus of the CryoSat-2 mission lies on monitoring of Earth’s land and sea ice surfaces.
Changes in their thickness and extent help to understand how those areas are affected by
climate change. The radar altimetry mission was planned for a duration of at least three years
and is still operating.
Launch 8 April 2010, Baikonur Cosmodrome, Kazakhstan
Orbit Low Earth Orbit, 717 m mean altitude,
Inclination of 92◦, non Sun-synchronous,
369 days repeat cycle with 30 days sub-cycle
100 days period
Payload SIRAL (SAR Interferometric Radar Altimeter)
DORIS receiver
Laser retroreflector
Star tracker
Mass 720 kg, including 37 kg fuel
Dimensions 4.60× 2.40× 2.20 m
Nominal life three years including six-month of commissioning with possible two-
year extension
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1.2 Primary Instrument: SIRAL
CryoSat-2’s most important Payload is the SIRAL (SAR Interferometric Radar Altimeter) in-
strument designed to meet the measurement requirements for ice-sheet elevation and sea-ice
freeboard, which is the height protruding from the water. It is a very compact instrument
weighing only 90 kg and it can operate in three different measurement modes, capable to de-
termine the topography of ice fields, ice floes and significant transition and slopes. The width
of the a Doppler cell on the ground is about 290 m along track. However respecting the azimuth
hamming weighting function as well, the effective width will be increase to about 380 m, de-
pending on altitude. The sensor mode of SIRAL is predefined for different areas in a mask. See
Figure 1.1. Reference: [7], [4]
Figure 1.1: Example mode mask, uploaded to CryoSat-2 in April 2011. Different parts of Earth’s surface are
monitored in varying modes as shown in this mask: light blue and white parts in LRM above sea and ice
respectively, dark blue in SIN and medium blue areas in SAR mode. Source: [2]
1.2.1 LRM: Low Resolution Mode
In this mode the sensor is basically working like a conventional radar altimeter operating in
pulse-limited mode. The pulses are sent in approximately 500 µs, respectively 2000 Hz, inter-
vals to ensure uncorrelated echos. The biggest part of Earth’s surface coverage is recorded in
this mode, such as oceans, ice field interiors and large land areas.
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1.2.2 SAR: Synthetic Aperture Radar
The instrument sends out burst of pulses in intervals of only 500 µs (20000 Hz). The returning
echos are correlated, but by exploiting the slight frequency drifts, between the forward and
backward part of each beam, the echo can be separated into 250 m wide across-track strips.
The movement of the satellite during the measurement causes this Doppler effect. The bursts
are timed to take a measurement every 250 m. The successive strips of the bursts can be su-
perimposed on each other and average to reduce noise in the along-track strip, consisting of
the single bursts. See 1.2 This high-resolution mode is mostly activated above sea ice to map
smaller ice floes and land ice sheets.
1.2.3 SIN: SAR interferometry
In SIN mode the instrument makes use of the second antenna, which is mounted on a baseline
about 1 m next to the first. The phase difference of a echos between the two can be measured
and used to derive the angle of arrival. This angle helps to trace back the signal to its origin. It
is important to determine which of the echos was reflected from nadir. See 1.2.
SIN is the most advanced and accurate mode and is used around ice sheet margins and above
mountain glaciers, thus more contrasted locations.
The new Synthetic Aperture mode will allow more efficient operation. This is achieved
by compensating for the systematic range delay errors; thus, the entire (beam-limited)
along-track signal history contr butes to height measurement, rather than only the much
smaller puls -limite  rea. In other wor s, the altimeter uses much more of the
instrument’s radiated energy than a conventional beam-limited altimeter. 
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The synthetic aperture processing will be applied  over sea ice for enhanced resolution
along track. Over a spherical surface, the range rings of the pulse-limited altimeter are
divided by the Doppler beams into range slices falling across the track (Fig. 9 left, 10
beams are shown only for clarity). The resolution over a plane surface is the stippled
region of the footprint. The footprints of different sub-beams over a flat surface are
adjacent rectangular areas ~250m wide along track and as large as the antenna footprint
across track with up to 15 km width. The individual Doppler beams are collected
(‘stacked’) together for all beams pointing towards a particular strip on the surface.
The SAR-Interferometric mode of SIRAL is intended to provide improved elevation
estimates over ice sheets with variable topography. Generally, over ice sheets the
surface is not plane, and a method for determining the echo location is required. A
second synthetic aperture system is added and used to form an interferometer across the
satellite track. The angle of the echo at each range may be determined, and this, together
with the range, determines the elevation and across-track location of the surface. The
64 echoes are phase multi-looked to reduce speckle, and to estimate the coherence at
each range. When the across-track echo direction in (Fig. 9 right) is unambiguous, as
in (a) or (c), its coherence is high. Echoes at ranges with ambiguous directions, because
two or more points on the surface have the same across-track range, as in (b), have low
Figure 9. Principal operating modes of the SIRAL altimeter. Left: SAR-mode over sea ice. Right:
SARIn-mode over steep ice sheet terrain
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Figure 1.2: Principal operating modes of the SIRAL altimeter. Left) schematic representation of measurement in
SAR-mode, right) in SIN-mode. Source: [7]
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1.3 Additional Sensors
Orientation and orbit of the satellite need to be determined very carefully. Therefore, several
sensors are mounted on the satellite and the antennas.
To determine the orientation of the antenna baseline three startrackers are taking five pictures
a second to reference the baseline to the stars. The orbital position of CryoSat-2 is determined
by two devices, a radio receiver, receiving DORIS signals, and a laser retro-reflector.
1.3.1 DORIS
DORIS1 (Doppler Orbit and Radiopositioning Intergration by Satellite) is a worldwide network
of over 50 radio beacons transmitting signals, which provide precise orbit and position infor-
mation for satellites based on the Doppler effect. It can determine orbits down to millimeters
and has been used in prior altimeter missions.
1.3.2 Laser retro-reflector
The International Laser Ranging Service (ILRS) operates a global network of laser tracking
stations firing laser pulses at satellites, which are reflected by the retro-reflector in the same di-
rection they came from. By measuring the elapsed time until the reflected signals are received,
the position of the satellite can be derived, see [4] Section 2.1.
1.4 Motivation
Rivers, especially the amount of their discharge, act a crucial part in the hydrological cycle.
Major changes in their water level can cause flooding or droughts and influence civilization
in the long-term. Different approaches are pursued to monitor the essential quantities like
river width and slope, which can be used to estimate river discharge. However, in situ mea-
surements are often officially restricted by countries [8] and their coverage is expensive and
declining. An alternative is spaceborn remote sensing, which is independent from spatial lim-
itations but temporally fixed to the orbit of the respective satellite [9]. Different satellites and
sensor types are exploited for this purpose, like Landsat (spacebased imagery), MODIS (Spec-
troradiometry) and Radarsat (SAR imagery) [5]. The focus of most of these missions however,
lies on the monitoring of different properties like ice or oceans. Especially a SAR mission fo-
cusing on rivers is a long time coming [8].
CryoSat-2 is originally designed to monitor ice surfaces, but the data is already freely avail-
able and its capability for hydrological analysis can be tested. Characteristics of this mission
might be also useful for the design of a possible specific sensor and mission. ESA provides
an application called “CryoSat User Tool” (CUT)2, which allows selection and visualization of
CryoSat-2 user products on a 3D world map. However, this software did not prove beneficial
for hydrological analysis. Therefore, a suitable software, called CryoTrack, together with the
1See http://www.aviso.oceanobs.com/en/doris.html
2Reference: https://earth.esa.int/web/guest/-/cryosat-user-tool-7386
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respective processing of the dataset, was developed for hydrological analysis. It allows the op-
erator to visualize the user products and to quickly find and select the measurement tracks of
the satellite. For an individual area and time of interest, the measured quantities of these tracks
can be called and used for hydrological analysis.
This software is used to test the capability of CryoSat-2 for hydrological analysis, by trying
to determine important hydrological properties of rivers, like water level, river width and
slope.
1.5 Outline of the Thesis
After the introduction to the CryoSat-2 satellite mission and the motivation of the thesis, the
management and the processing of the dataset is explained in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 deals
about CryoTrack, a GUI to access the measurement data and can be used as user tutorial. The
actual performed analysis and its results are shown and explained, in Chapter 4 “Hydrological
Analysis using CryoSat”. Chapter 5 sums up the conclusions of the work and gives an outlook
on possible further research on this topic.
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Data Management and Processing
2.1 Dataset of CryoSat-2 User Products
The user products of CryoSat-2 is provided by ESA via FTP1. The main user product they pro-
cure is the Geophysical Data Record (GDR). The data is available for the single modes LRM,
SAR and SIN as well, in the same file and record format, which the developed software in this
study (CryoTrack) uses exclusively. There is also a Fast Delivery Marine (FDM) product stored,
adapted for the needs of meteorology and oceanography. Three different levels of processing
are available: L1b, L2 and L2I. According to ESA, L2 data is sufficient for most research applica-
tions, however, L1b is also be used by CryoTrack to get access to lower waveform data. During
the work on this thesis level L2I (Level-2 Intermediate), which includes more lower level than
the original L2, was also released2 yet not implemented. The data is sorted by mode and levels
of processing and split into the single months, see Section 2.1.1. This hierarchy was adopted
for CryoTrack. Each track is saved separate into a Data Block (DBL) and a Header (HDR) file,
yet DBL is sufficient. This results in an huge amount of data: All three modes combined sum
up to about 12000 files, corresponding to 2.5 GB, every month only for L2. Nevertheless, the
database used for CryoTrack should be located more local to assure a good performance.
The naming of the single files is set by a file naming convention 2.1.2. It is basically a com-
bination out of mode, processing level, start and stop time of the track and some additional
information. The files include 20 Hz data, which roughly corresponds to one measurement
every 290 m on ground, depending on surface height and latitude.
1Earthnet online portal https://earth.esa.int
2See http://cryosat.mssl.ucl.ac.uk/qa/l2i_main.php
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2.1.1 Database Structure
Figure 2.1 shows roughly how the CryoSat-2 user product files are organized. Note that
some subfolders and files are hidden. The basic organization, mode/year/month, is consis-
tent through the whole database. It is recommended to not download the header files in the
first place to save time and disk space
Printed with an unregistered version of STG FolderPrint
Plus(http://www.stgsys.com)
Name
C:\CryoSatData\
SIR_LRM_L1
SIR_LRM_L2
2012
01
CS_LTA__SIR_LRM_2__20120101T000300_20120101T000318_B002.DBL
CS_LTA__SIR_LRM_2__20120101T000300_20120101T000318_B002.HDR
CS_LTA__SIR_LRM_2__20120101T001215_20120101T001254_B002.DBL
CS_LTA__SIR_LRM_2__20120101T001215_20120101T001254_B002.HDR
CS_LTA__SIR_LRM_2__20120101T001257_20120101T001323_B002.DBL
CS_LTA__SIR_LRM_2__20120101T001257_20120101T001323_B002.HDR
02
03
04
2013
SIR_SAR_L1
SIR_SAR_L2
SIR_SIN_L1
SIR_SIN_L2
Figure 2.1: Structure of CryoSat-2’s User Product Database
2.1.2 File Naming Convention
CryoSat-2 data file names are constructed according to standard guidelines for Earth Explorer
missions, following a conventional form:
MM_CCCC_TTTTTTTTTT_yyyymmddThhmmss_YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS_vvvv.ttt
Below you can see a list of all options, that are relevant for CryoSat-2. For deeper information
see [4] Section 3.4
MM the mission identifier, which is CS for CryoSat-2
CCCC =file class which can be: OFFL (Off-Line Systematic Processing), NRT_ (Near Real
Time), RPRO (ReProcessing), TEST (Testing), LTA_ (Long Term Archive)
TTTTTTTTTT = <SIR>_<mode>_<level>, SIR for SIRAL, recording mode and level of pro-
cessing
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yyyymmddThhmmss = start time window as extracted from Job Order
YYYYMMDDTHHMMSS = stop time window as extracted from Job Order
Avvv or Bvvv = the version number of the file. starting from 001
ttt = the extension: HDR for an extracted header and DBL for extracted binary data.
2.2 MATLAB L1b and L2 read Functions
To analyze the DBL files in MATLAB, ESA provides reading functions for L1b and L2, import-
ing the data as a structure array. The arrays are well organized and easy to access, however
the functions, especially L1, are quite slow, being the crucial part in the performance of Cry-
oTrack. Input argument is the full pathname of a CryoSat-2 DBL file and they load a HDR as
well as a CS structure into the MATLAB workspace. The header again is not important, all the
information is given in the CS structure. Both function are freely available online: [6]
function [HDR, CS]=Cryo_L1b_read(full_filename)
function [HDR, CS]=Cryo_L2_read(full_filename)
L2 data is sufficient for most scientific applications, but CryoTrack does use L1 data as well.
Table 2.1 lists all the parameter the L2 read function loads into the CS structure. Values that are
of particular importance for CryoTrack are bold.
Reference:[4] Section 5.2., [3]
CS.GEO: Time and Orbit Group (once per record)
F1 MDS2 Name Value Units Description
1 - OPERATION_MODE string - Operating mode
2 - Start_Time const. TAI
seconds
TAI time of the first record in the
main MDS of the product. Com-
ing from L2 header
3 1 Data Record Time
(MDSR Time Stamp)
struct TAI Day, second of day and mi-
crosecond
4 2 MEAS_MODE 20 Hz
array
unitless,
integer
values
Identifies the SIRAL instrument
measurement mode
5 3 LAT 1 Hz
array
decimal
degrees
Nadir position at 1Hz time
stamp
6 3 LON 1 Hz
array
decimal
degrees
Nadir position at 1Hz time
stamp
7 4 H 1 Hz
array
meters Altitude of satellite center of
mass of reference ellipsoid at
nadir at 1 Hz time stamp
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F1 MDS2 Name Value Units Description
8 5 misp_angle 1 Hz
array
decimal
degree
Attitude angle between the an-
tenna pointing (real beam direc-
tion vector) and the nadir direc-
tion
9 6 valid_meas 1 Hz
array
unitless Number of valid measurements
in this record, mostly 20. In the
last second it is usually less
10 - MEAS_MODE_Siral_id 1 Hz
array
unitless Identifier of the measurement
mode, see Table 2.2
11 - Serial_Sec_Num 1 Hz
array
TAI
seconds
Number of elapsed TAI seconds
(i.e. time in serial format)
12 - Elapsed_Time 1 Hz
array
TAI
seconds
TAI time elapsed from the first
measurement
CS:COR: External Correction Group (once per record), already applied
1 8 dry_tropo 1 Hz
array
meters Dry Tropospheric Correction
2 9 wet_tropo 1 Hz
array
meters Wet Tropospheric Correction
3 10 inv_baro 1 Hz
array
meters Inverse Barometric Correction
4 11 dac 1Hz
array
meters Dynamic Atmospheric Correc-
tion (from MOG2D model)
5 12 iono 1Hz
array
meters Ionospheric Correction
6 13 ssb 1Hz
array
meters Sea State Bias correction (a.k.a.
EM bias correction)
7 14 ocean_tide 1 Hz
array
meters Ocean Tide (component of total
ocean tide)
8 15 lpe_tide 1 Hz
array
meters Long-Period Equilibrium Ocean
Tide (component of total ocean
tide)
9 16 ocean_loading 1 Hz
array
meters Ocean Loading Tide
10 17 solid_earth 1 Hz
array
meters Solid Earth Tide
11 18 geoc_polar 1 Hz
array
meters Geocentric Polar Tide
12 20 SURF_TYPE struct unitless Surface type flag, see Table 2.3
13 21 mss_geoid 1 Hz
array
meters Mean Sea Surface above sea/
Geoid above land
14 22 odle 1Hz
array
meters Ocean Depth/Land Elevation
model
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F1 MDS2 Name Value Units Description
15 23 ice_concentration 1Hz
array
% Ice Concentration
16 24 snow_depth 1 Hz
array
meters Snow Depth
17 25 snow_density 1 Hz
array
kg/m3 Snow Density
18 27 corr_status struct unitless Corrections status flag
19 28 SWH 1Hz
array
meters Significant Wave Height
20 29 wind_speed 1 Hz
array
meters
/sec
Altimetric wind speed
21 - total_ocean 1 Hz
array
meters Sum of 1-11
CS:Meas: Measurement Group (once per msec)
1 31 delta_time_20Hz 20 Hz
array
seconds Delta Time - adds to the 1 Hz
time stamp
2 32 LAT_20Hz 20 Hz
array
decimal
degree
Measurement latitude of the
echoing point position - this in-
cludes the x-track offset for SIN
measurements and the slope
- corrected position for LRM
measurements.
3 33 LON_20Hz 20 Hz
array
decimal
degree
Measurement longitude of the
echoing point position - this in-
cludes the x-track offset for SIN
measurements and the slope
- corrected position for LRM
measurements.
4 34 surf_height_20Hz 20 Hz
array
meters Height of surface at measure-
ment point w.r.t. the reference
ellipsoid WGS84. It is calcu-
lated with the retracked and
geocorrected range.
5 35 SLA_interp_20Hz 20 Hz
array
meters Interpolated Sea Surface Height
Anomaly
6 36 SLA_N_rec_20Hz 20 Hz
array
unitless Number of interpolated records
for SSHA3
7 37 SLA_interp_qual_20Hz 20 Hz
array
meters SSHA3 Interpolation Quality is
the root mean square (RMS) of
the residuals of the SSHA fit
8 38 backsc_sig_20Hz 20 Hz
array
dB Backscatter fully corrected in-
cluding instrument gain correc-
tions and retracker correction.
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F1 MDS2 Name Value Units Description
9 39 peakiness_20Hz 20 Hz
array
unitless Peakiness of the echo in the
L1b product. Note that this re-
quires different interpretation
for SAR and SIN echoes which
do not have the ’usual’ pulse -
limited echo shape.
10 40 freeboard_20Hz 20 Hz
array
meters Freeboard : SAR mode com-
puted freeboard of the Sea Ice
11 41 beam_avg_N_20Hz 20 Hz
array
unitless Number of Echoes/Beams aver-
aged
12 - Qual_flag_20Hz struct - Quality Flag , field 43 in MDS
structure
Table 2.1: Structure of the output (CS) of the MATLAB Cryo_L2_read.m function
1 Hz array A one column vector with on one value per second at the 1 Hz stamp.
20 Hz array Matrix array with dimensions 20× amount of seconds. 20 measurements per sec-
ond in 50 ms intervals. All arrays are organized in the same manner.
Value Definition
000=0 Other mode (calibration, acquisition, etc...) or unknown
001=1 LRM
010=2 SAR
011=3 SIN
100=4 SID (SIN degraded case)
Table 2.2: Measurement Mode Flag
Value Definition
0 Open Ocean
1 Closed Sea
2 Continental Ice
3 Land
4-7 currently unused
Table 2.3: Surface Type Flag
1Field in MATLAB Array
2Field L2 Measurement Dataset
3Sea Surface Height Anomaly
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2.3 CryoSeqRefMat.m: Reference Arrays
To allow a quick mapping of the tracks, their traces need to be organized in a suitable manner.
The CryoSeqRefMat.m function can create such a database in the form of reference arrays. The
function reads all DBL files of a folder, usually one month, using the Cryo_L2_read.m function
and stores the longitude and latitude information of every single track together with its file
name and start time in a new row of a cell array. To get reasonable sized arrays the longitude
and latitude are compressed to 0.2 Hz, producing files of about 6 MB a month for LRM and
<2 MB for SAR and SIN. This compression does also increase the speed of the track plotting.
These reference arrays have to be generated for every month in every mode. CryoSeqRefMat.m
can do this for a selection of succeeding months of one year and mode in a single run.
<Latitude> <Longitude> <File Name> <Start Time>
array of array of string string
coordinates coordinates (DBL) (dd-MMM-yyyy hh:mm:ss.ssssss)
. . . . . . . . . . . .
Table 2.4: Structure of Reference Array
2.3.1 In Depth: CryoSeqRefMat.m
Input Parameters:
mode Choose between LRM, SAR and SIN, insert as string
year Choose year: 2012, 2013 as number
month Choose range of months [first_month last_month]
L2path Path to location where folder of L2 data is stored
The CryoSat-2 data is organized after mode, year and month in respective subfolders. The
MATLAB function CryoSeqRefMat.m constructs the path using the input parameters and
starts to create an array for each month. In a loop, every single DBL file, each representing one
measurement track, of a month is read using the Cryo_L2_read.m function. Every hundredth
latitude and longitude is selected, as well as the first and last one, causing the compression to
0.2 Hz, and added to the first and second column of a cell array. Name and the start time of
the track are also read out of the file and inserted into column three and four. By manipulating
the code, every value from the L2 file could be added here to fit an individual best application,
See 2.1
The reference array is saved as a MAT-file, named after this convention:
Ref02Hz_<mode>_<year><month>.mat
CryoTrack needs these arrays to operate for chosen mode, year and month, otherwise every
single track of the selection window would have to be processed every time.
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Chapter 3
CryoTrack: CryoSat-2 Data Visualization GUI
3.1 CryoTrack.m
Figure 3.1: CryoTrack: Graphical user interface based on MATLAB
Details discussed in the course of this chapter
This chapter can be looked upon as a tutorial for CryoTrack, explaining its functionality and
additional background information.
CryoTrack is a Graphical User Interface based on MATLAB. It can visualize the tracks of
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CryoSat-2 on a global map, for a selected month. Working for all three SIRAL modes, it offers a
fast and easy way to find and to look at the measurements in the area of interest. By accessing
the CryoSat-2 L1 and L2 product database it can visualize the measurements of a selected
track in various manners, e.g. the returned waveform of every single radar measurements.
Because this GUI is focused on the hydrological purposes all important lakes and rivers
can be mapped. The location of every intersection between a track and a river is computed
automatically and marked in the measurement figures to simplify the referencing of every
single 20 Hz measurement. The most approved way to check your tracks is to export your
selection into Google Earth. During the coding the focus always lied on improving its speed
managing the huge amount of data, while keeping the operating stable and intuitive.
3.2 Instruction of Use
3.2.1 Setup Panel
Figure 3.2: Setup Panel
The Setup panel includes all important boxes
to operate the GUI. The program starts with
the selected options by pressing the Show
button. This button has to be pressed when-
ever something is changed in one of the sub
panels, to carry out the respective changes.
The panel is organized in four different sub-
panels, which are explained here:
3.2.1.1 Selection Panel
In the Selection panel the top left, a zoom box
can be defined. Latitude goes from −90◦ to
+90◦ and longitude from −180◦ +180◦, both
in decimal degrees. Note that +180◦ is not
contained in the data, but −180◦. Best way
to do this is adjusting the zoom step-by-step
to focus on the area of interest quickly. Using
the two drop-down lists Month and Year can be choose. At this point it is important to remem-
ber the 369 days repeat cycle of the orbit and the 30 days sub-cycle.
In addition the Database Location has to be set in this panel, so CryoTrack can find the user
product files. Insert the path of the folder including the folders of the different modes.
3.2.1.2 Mode Panel
While doing this you can also select the mode: LRM, SAR or SIN. CryoSat-2 does not give
much of a choice here, because it is only one mode available at a time and above land that is
mostly LRM. The mode also does not usually change over time, so you can expect to find the
same kind of data in another month.
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3.2.1.3 Shapefile Panel
 19.0° E  19.5° E  20.0° E 
 41.5° N 
 42.0° N 
 42.5° N 
 43.0° N 
Figure 3.3: Map with all layers added.
Scutari Lake and border between Montene-
gro and Albania.
The Shapefile panel provides four different layers that
can by added to the map. All of these layers are made
available by Natural Earth [1] and fit together very
well.
First of all the HD Coastline, which does replace
the simple coastline layer of the MATLAB Map-
ping Toolbox with a high resolved one. This
guarantees that rivers does not end before the
coast.
Most important is the Rivers shapefile, because it is
also used to compute the intersections between rivers
and the satellite track. Only the center lines of the
rivers are saved in the shapefile, which however do
not always represent the actual lane of the river. They
do often differ up to kilometers. In addition Lakes
and country Borders can be added, which however
are not used for any further analysis only for orienta-
tion.
By adding layers the computing time of the GUI
increases significantly.
Shapefile Description File Name
HD Coastline Includes major islands ne_10m_coastline
Rivers Single-line drainage includ-
ing optional lake centerlines
ne_10m_rivers_lake_centerlines
Lakes Natural and artificial lakes ne_10m_lakes
Borders Admin 0 Country boundaries
on land
ne_10m_admin_0_boundary_lines_land
Table 3.1: Shapefiles used in CryoTrack
3.2.1.4 Feature Panel
This panel includes two additional functions, which can be activated on demand:
L2 Map Plots If this option is activated an additional figure window opens including three
copies of the big overview map. The L2 measurements are be visualized in them as well,
see Subsection 3.3.4 This feature slows down the GUI significantly.
Create .kml CryoTrack can export your selection from the Setup panel to Google Earth via
a KML file. By pressing the Show button, Google Earth gets started and loads this file
automatically.
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3.2.2 Track Selection
As soon as you zoomed on your area of interest, Figure 3.4a, in this case the river Niger which
is be exemplary used in this chapter, you can select a track by clicking through the Tracks in
Window list-box, Figure 3.4b. The selected track are highlighted in green 3.4c. In the same
figure you can see a green string box which contains the starting time of the selected track as
well as their flight direction. Latter can easily be derived from the orientation of the track, due
to the earth rotation. Tracks tilted to the left are recorded flying north, tracks tilted to the left
flying south.
The entries of the Tracks in Window listbox consist out of a serial number and the name of the
file. The serial number is based on the reference array, in which the tracks are sorted by time. It
is only possible to display one mode at a time, however every area is just recorded in one mode
anyway.
(a) Latitude and Longitude Input
(b) Selection Box: Tracks in Window
All tracks in the selected area are listed here.
 5° E  6° E  7° E  8° E  4
°
 N 
 5° N 
 6° N 
 7° N 
 8° N 
 9° N 
(c) Overview Map of the GUI overlaid by the tracks
Figure 3.4: Results for selection: LRM Mode, HD coastline and Rivers activated
By adjusting the values in the Selection Panel you can zoom on your track section of interest
3.5a. The range of the latitude should not exceed 0.2◦ to keep the numbers of measurements
low. Otherwise you are not able to discriminate between the single measurements. The com-
puted river intersections, see 3.2.3, of the selected track are displayed in a table at the bottom
left of the GUI 3.5b.
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(a) Adjusted longitude and latitude to focus on in-
tersection
(b) Table of all intersections between the selected
track and the river shapefile
(c) Overview Map zoomed on intersec-
tion
Figure 3.5: Selection and focus on track and area around intersection
3.2.3 River Intersections
CryoTrack includes an algorithm which automatically determines all intersections between the
selected ground track and rivers. Its essentially done by the polyxpoly.m function provided by
the MATLAB Mapping Toolbox. Being fairly quick, this function returns longitude and latitude
of the point where the track and the river shapefile intersect. These points are marked in the
plots as blue lines, helping the user to set the zoom window on the right area and to orientate
himself in the plots. Unfortunately, the precision of the used river shapefile is not very good, it
can deviate from the actual lane by several kilometers. The coordinates of the computed river
intersections with the selected track are listed in the table at the bottom left of the GUI, see
Figure 3.5b.
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3.3 L2 Data Plots
3.3.1 Focused Values
The selected track can be analyzed by clicking the Show Plots button. The GUI focuses on
three values out of the L2 files: Surface Height, Peakiness and Backscatter. These recordings
of the selected track can be visualized in to different manners and also exported to MATLABs
workspace.
3.3.2 Export into MATLABs workspace
Several values of the selected track within the window can be exported to MATLABs
workspace by pressing the Export L2 Plots button as separate vectors, each organized with the
same pattern. They are basically consistent with the output of the L2 read function, see Table
2.1.
LAT Latitude
LON Longitude
surf_height Surface Height
peakiness Peakiness
backsc Backscatter
3.3.2.1 Surface Height
Every spatial data concerning CryoSat-2 is referenced to the WGS84 Ellipsoid and hence the
computed surface height.
Sur f ace Height = Altitude− (retracked Range + Corrections)
Altitude Altitude of CryoSat-2’s center of mass above reference ellipsoid
retracked Range Range measurement of the radar altimeter. Its origin is at CryoSat-2 center
of mass (COM) and it ends at the center of the range window. Corrections for Doppler
effect and COM offset are already applied here.
Corrections A series of geophysical corrections have to be applied. The amount of corrections
depend on the surface type. The basic tides and atmospheric corrections for land areas
are:
• Ocean loading tide
• Solid Earth tide
• Geocentric polar tide
• Dry tropospheric correction
• Wet tropospheric correction
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• Ionospheric correction
See also [4] handbook, Section 2.8
3.3.2.2 Peakiness
Computed measure of how sharply peaked an echo is. In this case it is the ratio of the highest
bin value to the mean value of all bins above the retracking point1. Surfaces returning a high
specular waveform, in our case water bodies, generate a high peakiness value. Therefore a high
value does indicates the presence of a river or at least some kind of water body.
Reference: [4] handbook, Section 2.5.7
3.3.2.3 Backscatter
The backscatter value σ0, also known as radar cross section, is a coefficient, which is providing
information about the nature of the surface too. It is a function of the radar frequency, polar-
ization, incidence angle, target surface roughness, geometric shape and dielectric properties.
For low wind speeds and waves the surface of a water body is very flat and does return a high
backscatter value, respectively a peak for the cross Section of a river.
σ0 = 10 log10(P/A) + B
P retracked power in Watts
A and B constants in the IPF22 configuration file.
Reference: [4] handbook, Section 2.5.6 and Chapter 7
3.3.3 L2 Data as Line Plots
Surface height, peakiness and backscatter are plotted against the selected range of latitude 3.6.
Descriptions of these parameters can be found in Section 3.3.1. To save room and to improve
the synchronization to the overview map, these plots are turned to a left-handed system in the
GUI. The river intersections are also marked in the plots as blue horizontal lines respectively to
their latitude. Those three plots are the main data output of CryoTrack and used to select the
single measurements by moving the dashed magenta line UP and DOWN. Latitude, longitude,
surface height, peakiness and backscatter values of the selected measurement are displayed in
separate edit boxes next to their respective axes.
These exemplary plots belong to the selection from 3.5c. The center line does not match the
actual lane of the river. Do not get deceived by this blue line, it is just rarely representative,
but indicates whether the right area is observed. Gridlines can be added to the three plots by
activating the respective checkbox add gridlines on top of the backscatter plot.
1further information: [4] handbook Section 2.5.5
2Instrument Processing Facility
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Figure 3.6: Line Plots of Surface Height, Peakiness and Backscatter. Displayed at the bottom of the GUI
These three graphs can be exported into separate figures to use them for further analysis or
presentation purposes, by pressing the Export L2 Plots button located at the bottom left of the
GUI.
3.3.4 L2 data on a Map
If L2 Map Plots was activated in the setup, the three plots are also displayed on a map in a
extra figure window. The single measurements are represented as color coded dots on the
WGS84 coordinate system grid. All selected layers are also added to these three new figures,
but increase the computing time. To discriminate between the single points the selected area
should not be to big, a latitude range around 0.1◦ is recommended.
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Figure 3.7: Map plots of the L2 Measurements. Same data as figure 3.6
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3.4 L1 Data Waveform Plots
Using the Up and Down buttons every single measurement can be selected and its waveform
plotted by pressing Show Waveform. Every reflected signal has its own individual waveform.
By analyzing it, conclusion about the nature of the reflecting surface can be made. Waveforms
are divided in samples in echo (bins), 128 for LRM and SAR and 512 for SIN mode, and can be
displayed in two different ways.
This procedure takes a certain amount of time to process, because the respective L1b file has to
be processed. As mentioned before, the reading function CryoTrack uses are not very fast and
if the file is not stored in the local database, CryoSat-2 needs to download it first. If FTP access
is given this gets done automatically in the background. However, L1b files for long tracks are
quite big, up to 20 MB and take their time to download. The files are downloaded from ESA’s
FTP server, with the login information stored in the code.
3.4.1 Line Plot
The waveform visualized as a line plot simply shows the power in each bin, which results in a
more or less peaky curve, depending on the characteristic of the surface. Multiple waveforms
of different measurements can be plotted in one figure. By activating the vert. offset checkbox a
vertical shift can be added to shift the single waveforms vertically to each other. This prevents
the waveforms from covering each other. The checkbox add Gridlines does also add gridlines
to this plot.
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Figure 3.8: Line plots of selected waveforms
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3.4.2 Grid Plot
Waveforms can also be visualized on a color coded 2-dimensional graph. A sequence of wave-
forms before and after the selected one are plotted next to each other, representing the different
power levels in a color code. This is a good way to compare neighboring measurements and
to determine the transition between a land a water surface. The dashed magenta selection line
and the computed river intersection are also displayed
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Figure 3.9: Grid plot of waveforms around the selected measurement (dashed magenta line). The computed inter-
section between selected track an river shapefile is marked as a blue line. The three dark red measurements above
the dashed line represent highly specular waveforms and indicate the presence of a river.
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3.5 Export to Google Earth
By making use of the MATLAB Google Earth toolbox all elements inside the zoom box can be
exported into a KML file, which can be opened with Google Earth. This allows you to check
whether you measurements and shapefiles match the image. This is especially useful to find
objects close to the track or the observed water body, which might affect the waveform, like
a natural dam, settlements or the nature of the surrounding land surface. The created file is
saved as “CryoTrack.kml” in the directory of CryoTrack and are also loaded into Google Earth
automatically by pressing the Show button
To create this output CryoTrack makes use of the Google Earth toolBox. it is focuses on dis-
playing spatially data within Google Earth. Find more here: http://code.google.com/p/
googleearthtoolbox/
Figure 3.10: Result of the exported .kml file in Google Earth. The exported selection box and the tracks are laid
over as a red box respectively blue lines.
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Hydrologic Analysis using CryoSat
4.1 River Width
One of the major question to this thesis is, whether CryoSat-2 altimetry data is capable of
determining the width of a river. The three values surface height, peakiness and backscatter,
displayed in CryoTrack allow the operator the make assumptions about the nature of the earth
surface below the satellite. The combination of their information should make it possible to
locate the transitions between a land and a water. Knowing these on both sides of the river,
their distance, hence the width, can be computed.
First approaches to determine river width:
• Water bodies reflect a highly specular waveform. Pure water bodies return a peak which
is usually not wider than 1 or 2 bins. The grid plot of the waveform data makes it easy to
compare the waveform of neighboring measurements. peakiness is directly based on the
distribution of the waveform and therefor peaking for high specularity. Backscatter does
also show peaks for highly specular surfaces.
• The water surface of a river is usually flat. A band of constant surface height is therefore
a good indicator for the presence of a river.
Consequently, if you want to find a river, you have to look for a flat surface, peaking in peaki-
ness and backscatter, returning a very sharp waveform.
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4.1.1 First Test
(a) Overview in GE, Circles: represent actual river
banks, Squares: estimate of banks from analysis.
Slim blue line: river shapefile, light blue line:
track of CryoSat
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Figure 4.1: First Test: Date: 01/04/12, River direction: West, Points: b) 7.8447◦N 6.8405◦E, c) 7.8533◦N
6.8396◦E. Niger runs through a valley. Peaks indicate water extent from b) to c) of 1270 m
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River Intersection on January 4th, 2012. Selection: 7.82◦N to 7.87◦N, 6.83◦E to 6.85◦E, see Figure
4.1
At this point Niger runs trough a little stream valley. The peaks in peakiness and backscatter
are obvious but the bed of the river does not define the river clearly. It seems to be somewhere
between point a) and c). Looking at Google Earth, the river is crossed by the satellite for ap-
proximately 1360 m between the two white marked circles. The respective distance from a) to
c) is 1910 m. However the amplitudes of backscatter and particular peakiness decrease signif-
icantly from point b) on. They do also drop at c), but to the right of c) there is a steep slope
limiting the river. Hence the best estimate is b) to c) with surface height differences of less than
20 cm in between. Their distance is about 1270 m, varying less than 100 m from Google Earth.
The waveform grid plot 4.2 matches this assumptions. Three waveforms are perfectly specular
with all power in one bin and the fourth at c) does also have a sharp peak.
This result is very satisfying especially concerning the limited resolution of CryoSat-2 with
only one measurement roughly every 300 m. The data of CryoSat-2 seems to be actually useful
for hydrological measurements like this, at least the presence of a river is absolutely clearly
detectable.
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Figure 4.2: Grid plot of waveforms around the selected measurement (dashed magenta line). The computed inter-
section between selected track an river shapefile is marked as a blue line.The marked measurements correspond
to those in Figure 4.1
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4.1.2 Second Test
(a) Overview in GE, Circles: represent actual river
banks, Squares: estimate of banks from analysis.
Slim blue line: river shapefile, light blue line:
track of CryoSat
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Figure 4.3: Second Test: Date: 03/18/12, River direction: West, Points: a) 8.0419◦N 7.4240◦E, c) 8.0533◦N
7.4252◦E, d) 8.0619◦N 7.4261◦E. Sharp peaks from a) to b) on a wide flat surface. Northern transition some-
where between c) and d). Gap in measurement data between 8.01◦ and 8.03◦
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River Intersection on March 18th, 2012. Selection: 8.00◦N to 8.08◦N, 7.40◦E to 7.45◦E, see Figure
4.3
This example is a little more ambiguous than the last one. Obviously the river shapefile is way
off, but also the bed of the little river valley is flatter and the peaks are less sharp. Point a)
however seems to be clear, because of the 5 m step to its left. The right bank, respectively the
northern, unfortunately not. The peak drops after b) but the surface is still very flat. The next
big step in height would be at d), having very low values though. It is hard to say here were to
set a threshold. Somewhere between c) and d) seems to be the best estimate, due to the changes
in the grid plot and in the values.
Distance between a) and c): 1270 m
Distance between a) and d): 2220 m
The distance between the two bank points in Google Earth is about 1460 m. However, note that
the southern point does not match point a) either, they differ by about 180 m.
The Google Earth screenshot shows also a bright sand surface crossed by the track. Those
sand surfaces can be found all over the river. They are very flat usually same height as the
water surface, possibly even covered with water, and the current can change them pretty fast
in size and shape. At this point they are treated as part of the river, but their influence on the
measurement needs to be analyzed. The long straight part between 8.01◦ and 8.033◦ is caused
by a gap in the measurement series in this part of the track. Such gaps can be found in several
tracks and have to be observed. In this test it really becomes clear how difficulty it is to set
reliant thresholds. Having only one measurement roughly every 300 m, does also cause a big
error when the wrong point is chosen.
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Figure 4.4: Grid plot of waveforms around the selected measurement (dashed magenta line). The computed inter-
section between selected track an river shapefile is marked as a blue line.The marked measurements correspond
to those in Figure 4.3
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4.1.3 Algorithm for Computation of River Width
Summarizing the work on the first two test makes it possible to think of an algorithm to deter-
mine the width of a river:
Step 1 Zoom on river intersection. A range in latitude of 0.1◦ guarantees readable graphs.
Step 2 Look for peaks in the peakiness and backscatter graphs.
Step 3 Focus on a band of constant surface height around the latitude of the peaks. For this
you need to define a threshold. Half a meter proved successful.
Step 4 Look at peakiness, backscatter and waveform and find a threshold too. The flatter the
shore the harder this becomes. Check also the possibility of land surfaces within the river,
such as islands and river forks and the intersection angle.
Step 5 Read latitudes and longitude of the river banks and use them to compute the river
width, using a suitable method. A planar approximation should be sufficient for most
cases. Note: Reference system is WGS84
Step 6 Adjust determined distance between transitions for the intersection angle to get actual
river width, in the case that track and river are not perpendicular.
This algorithm is only suitable for manual analysis but it proves its quality in the following
examples, see Section 4.1.4. However is it not very practical, because three to four different
plots have to be compared. Every single one would need its own threshold value, which are
probably also correlated to each other.
The crucial part of this algorithm stays the direct comparison of surface height characteristics
with peakiness respectively backscatter, latter are very similar in their behaviour.
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4.1.4 More Examples
4.1.4.1 Comparison of cycles, Island/River Forking
(a) Overview in GE, Circles: represent actual
river banks, Squares: estimate of banks from
analysis. Slim blue line: river shapefile, light
blue line: track of CryoSat
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Figure 4.6: Example: Comparison of cycles; Island/River forking, Date: 01/07/13, River direction: Southwest,
Points: a) 7.8361◦N 6.8513◦E, b) 7.8419◦N 6.8507◦E, c) 7.8505◦N 6.8498◦E, d) 7.8534◦N 6.8534◦E, e)
7.8591◦N 6.8489◦E. Island within the river interrupts the peaks in Peakiness and Backscatter and is hence
comprehensible. The wider and narrower part of river are also discriminable.
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River Intersection on January 7th, 2013. Selection: 7.82◦N to 7.87◦N, 6.83◦E to 6.86◦E, see
Figure 4.6
The selected track is the same as the one of Test 1, see 4.1.1, but one whole 396 days cycle later.
They should line up, however the line in 2013 is shifted east by about 1100 m preventing an
exact comparison. Instead this example is used to analyze the influence of the island, which is
comparable with a forking, and the sand body in the southern part of the Google Earth image
4.6a.
Applying the algorithm 4.1.3 I look for peaks after the window is set. This time we find even
2 peaks for backscatter, which meets our expectations. The size of the little local minimum
between the peaks fits the width of the island. The island has the same surface height as the
river surface, leading to a likely wet ground, causing the high specularity. The shapefile is not
representable once again. The major peak starts at b) and is reaches over three measurements
to the right. The minor one goes from d) to e). Respecting their sharpness, these limits can be
used. The surface between a) and b) is quite flat indeed, but the huge drop peakiness of 35
excludes to the left of b) excludes that part. To the right there is a slope of four meters limiting
the river.
Comparing peakiness and backscatter indicates the the island between c) and d).
Part Computed width Google Earth width Difference
Upper part of river: 630 m 410 m +220 m
Island: 320 m 370 m -50 m
Lower part of river: 960 m 1110 m -150 m
The results are good, but the resolving is complicated and takes time. There is also al-
ways the comparison to the Google Earth.
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Figure 4.7: Grid plot of waveforms around the selected measurement (dashed magenta line). The computed inter-
section between selected track an river shapefile is marked as a blue line.The marked measurements correspond
to those in Figure 4.6
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4.1.4.2 Example: 2012 Flood
(a) Overview in GE, Squares: estimate of banks
from analysis, actual river banks not distin-
guishable due to flooding. Slim blue line: river
shapefile, light blue line: track of CryoSat
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Figure 4.8: Example: 2012 Flood, Date: 09/01/12, River direction: Northwest, Points: a) 7.7607◦N 8.3883◦E, b)
7.7952◦N 8.3919◦E, c) 7.8009◦N 8.3925◦ The water masses of the Flood affect the whole area making differen-
tiations difficult and ambiguous. The surroundings are very wet and any transitions hence not distinguishable.
Peak in backscatter is several kilometers wide
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River Intersection on September 1st, 2012. Selection: 7.74◦N to 7.82◦N, 8.38◦E to 8.40◦E, see
Figure 4.8
In the rain period of 2012, between July and October, Niger was afflicted by the worst flood
in over 40 years. Consequently the extent of the river is largely increased as you can see in by
comparing Figure 4.10 and 4.11
The waveforms in the grid plot form a sharp line, showing how wet the whole region is. This
area is really difficult to interpret, because the surface height at which the backscatter indicates
a water body is higher than the surroundings, although lower areas should be flooded as well.
An explanation could be a natural dam. The best guess for the transitions in this example
therefore is a) to c) with dryer part around b), like high vegetation on flooded ground.
Frankly speaking, it looks more like the whole area is flooded and just a few spots reach out of
the water or are behind some kind of dam.
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Figure 4.9: Grid plot of waveforms around the selected measurement (dashed magenta line). The computed inter-
section between selected track an river shapefile is marked as a blue line.The marked measurement correspond
to those in Figure 4.8. Because of the wet surface all measurements in this area have a quite specular waveform
lining up to a narrow strip
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Figure 4.10: MODIS1 image of flooded Niger, acquired October 13, 2012
Figure 4.11: MODIS1 image of Niger at normal water level, acquired October 20, 2008
1Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer on NASA’s Terra satellite, source: http://
earthobservatory.nasa.gov/IOTD/view.php?id=79404
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4.1.4.3 River and Track not Perpendicular
(a) Overview in GE, slim blue line: river
shapefile, light blue line: track of CryoSat
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Figure 4.12: Example: River and track not perpendicular, Date: 02/02/12, River direction: South. River and track
run parallel and possible transitions, which are hardly found, can not be used to derive cross-section extent.
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A known limitation of remote sensing satellites like CryoSat-2 is the north-south direction of
their tracks. The reason why this a problem becomes clear when computing the width of a
north-south directed river. The transition between water and land is less sharp and with it the
peaks in peakiness and backscatter. Wet surroundings and tributary rivers as we have them at
Niger cause it to be even more ambiguous. And if two transitions are identified after all, even
little deviation in their distance will propagate into a big error, when they are used to compute
the width trigonometrically.
River Intersection on February 2nd, 2012. Selection: 6.15◦N to 6.4◦N, 6.7◦E to 6.8◦E, see
Figure 4.12
This is a very extreme example. The river section is curved, contains a lot of sand accumula-
tions and runs almost parallel to the track. In addition a multiplicity of tributary rivers and
streams run close to it. The Google Earth image 4.12a shows a lot of intersection between
the track and the river but the peaks and step of the graphs can not be clearly assigned to an
transition in the image. Only the peak in surface height at a), see Figure 4.12b matches a river
bank, which is cut by the track. However the slope of the river area is recognizable in the
surface height plot. This will be discussed in Section 4.2.4.
But even for less extreme intersections, the intersection angle has to be respected. For angles
close to 90◦, this can be ignored in view of the moderate accuracy of CryoSat, but if they
differ by more than five to ten degrees they are significant. The problem indeed is not the
mathematical applying of such a correction, but the determination of the intersection angle
itself. This issue however is not be deeper discussed in this thesis. An approach to do this with
manageable effort is computation the intersection angle between track and the respective river
shapefile.
Besides that, due to the slope of the river, the surface height measurements can differ between
the two transitions for significant intersection angles. This needs to be considered when
looking for a “flat” surface in the algorithm 4.1.3.
4.1.5 Water Surface Quotient
The next step would be the development of an algorithm that could be implemented more
automatically. This section shows an approach how this could be done:
Looking at the work with the algorithm and the behavior of the analyzed plot, a new value
can be computed combining the surface height, peakiness and backscatter measurements. As
discussed earlier the requirements of the presence of a river are a flat surface height and peaks
or at least high values in peakiness and backscatter. These characteristic can be combined to a
heuristic quantity, I call it Water Surface Quotient, abbreviated WS.
WS = − P + B
4
√|∇SH| (4.1)
where,
P Peakiness value
B Backscatter value (without unit)
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|∇SH| Absolute value of the one-dimensional gradient of the surface height data (without
unit). Computed using MATLABs “gradient” function.
Values of peakiness and backscatter stay in the same magnitude, therefore a single addition
respects them both adequate. A alternative multiplication could stretch the amplitudes even
more and could be tested as well, in any case units are not considered in this formula. Values
that disqualify because of an uneven surface are decreased by dividing the magnitude of the
gradient, which can be considered as slope; using the absolute value prevents negative values
under the root. The whole graph is turned upside down by the minus sign, making the graph
easier to interpret, because a river is usually the lowest point
The influence of the gradient is damped by taking its fourth square, helping to keep the WS
values in a comparable magnitude. Further adjustment of the formula with coefficients and
constants might be necessary, but this basic form brings the most important properties and
experiences from the analyzed examples together and generates reasonable values.
4.1.5.1 Comparison between the new Water Surface Quotient and the manual algorithm:
To show the results of the WS, it is be computed for the previous discussed examples.
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Figure 4.13: WS Graph for selection of the first test, compare 4.1
From the graphs of the first test, see 4.1, b) and c) where distinguished as transition points,
which is comprehensible in this WS graph. There is a sharp negative peak with b) and c) as
base points.
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Figure 4.14: WS Graph for selection of the second test, compare 4.3 Marked points are potential river land transi-
tions. Note: Gap in measurements between 8.01◦ and 8.033◦.
The second test, 4.3, was a little more ambiguous and the northern transition could not be de-
termined exactly, only somewhere between c) and d). However this new WS graph intensifies
the decline, respective incline, above c),.
In both WS graphs, figures 4.13 and 4.14, the transition points are not down at the negative
peak but at the foot or in between, because a higher gradient, caused by the slopes at the river
averted sides, increases their WS. Therefore the base points of the negative peaks, or at least
the first inclining value, have to be included to the river, which usually was not the case in the
original peakiness and backscatter plots.
Applying this to the second test, the northern transition can be set at point f) at a distance of
1590 m from a).
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Figure 4.15: WS Graph for selection of the example: Comparison of cycles, Island/River Forking, compare 4.6
Marked points are potential river land transitions.
Figure 4.15 shows the WS graphs belonging to the example 4.1.4.1. The two peaks are present
as valleys, however not as sharp. The right peak, representing the upper part of the river from
d) to e) is representable, so is point b). Solely point c) is not that clear here; the river bank could
also be one measurement to its left.
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Figure 4.16: WS Graph for selection of the example: 2012 Flood, compare 4.8 Marked points are potential river
land transitions.
For example 4.1.4.2: 2012 Flood no well founded conclusions about the extent of the river could
be drewn. Now, the respective WS plot, Figure 4.16 shows at least the negative peaks, which
can be interpreted as water surfaces and the maximum around b) as a land strip.
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Figure 4.17: WS Graph for selection of the example: River and Track not Perpendicular, compare 4.12 Marked
points are potential river land transitions.
In the case of the last example 4.1.4.3 River and Track not Perpendicular, no assertions could
be made in the first place and the cause for this can’t be managed by the WS value either. Not
even the single outstanding land measurement at a) can be clearly identified.
It is much more convenient to analyze only one graph other than comparing three or
four different ones and it turned out that a mathematical algorithm as it was introduced here
can return reasonable results. Many more examples and well known test areas need to be
analyzed to test and adjust such a formula. Ideal would be a river intersection with sharp
transitions, no islands, dry surroundings, no tributary rivers, good intersection angles and
well known extent. Unfortunately, something comparable can not be found at Niger River.
Of course different mathematical approaches, like formulas, which for example are easier to
parametrize, are imaginable. By carrying out a number of test respective parameters could be
adjusted.
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4.2 Slope
The slope is the second river characteristic the analysis of this thesis deals with. It is easier than
the width, because only one surface height measurement per intersection is required, however
two intersections are necessary to compute a height difference. Therefore intersection of the
two neighboring have to be analyzed, which poses a time problem. Until the satellite records
two relative spatial close tracks a certain amount of time passes, in which the water level can
change.
To compute slope, the distance between the intersections has to be determined as well. This is
problematic when the lane of the rivers differs greatly from a straight.
4.2.1 First Test: Slope Computation
Only one surface height measurement is needed per intersection, ideally in the middle of
the river. In most cases the height measurement belonging to the highest peak in peakiness
respectively backscatter should return the best value here. This value does most likely
represent the middle of the water surface, which usually reflects more power than the outer
part of a river.
For the first test two intersections of January 2012 are analyzed with a distance of approxi-
mately d = 68 km, see Figure 4.18. Looking at peakiness and backscatter the height of the
measurement with the highest peaks gets selected:
Intersection Latitude Longitude Surface Height
January 4th 7.8476◦ 6.8402◦ 58.26 m
January 31th 8.0516◦ 7.4233◦ 66.75 m
Height difference between the two is ∆H = 8.5 m and distance d = 68 km. Note: De-
pendent on the geodetic distance a planar approximation might not be sufficient anymore.
Slope =
∆H
d
= 0.0125% = 12.5 cm/km
Figure 4.18: Two Intersections of CryoSat-2 track (light blue) in January 2012, Niver River.
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Figure 4.19: First Slope Test. The surface heights of the measurements, which are most likely in the middle of the
river, has to be determined for both intersections. Dashed magenta line marks best estimate.
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4.2.2 Algorithm for Computation of River Slope
As for width, an algorithm can also be developed for the slope of a river
Step 1 Find two neighboring tracks intersecting the river. They should be temporally close.
Step 2 Zoom on first river intersection. A range in latitude of 0.1◦ guarantees readable graphs.
Step 3 Note the longitude, latitude and surface height H1 belonging to the highest peaks in
peakiness and backscatter. Check that a band in surface height around the measurement
is more or less constant.
Step 4 Repeat step 2 and 3 for the intersection of the second track.
Step 5 Compute the distance d between the two intersection with a suitable method. Note that
coordinates are in the WGS84 frame and planar approximation might be insufficient.
Step 6 Compute the slope:
River Slope =
∆H
d
=
|H2 − H1|
d
4.2.3 Example: Slope Determination
The river slope determination using CryoSat-2 data seems to work very well. To prove this
however, a more extensive example is required. This example deals with a 130 km long part of
the eastern Niver River, see 4.20, analyzed over 2 cycles: January 2012 (light blue tracks) and
January/February 2013 (green tracks). Unfortunately, the respective tracks of each cycle do not
match, the tracks of 2013 are shifted east by about one to three kilometers relatively to 2012.
This section is crossed five times by CryoSat-2 in both time intervals and therefore split into 4
parts.
The slopes of the two cycles are very constant and comparable, see Figure 4.21. The surface
heights of the 2013 intersections, are equal or a little higher than the respective heights of 2012.
This matches their shift to the east, hence up the river, and so their height difference can be
reproduced with the computed river slope and the offset distance between the tracks, see tables
4.1 and 4.2.
This result is good and comprehensible given the list of errors the algorithm is influenced by:
• Errors is Surface Height Determination
– Uncertainty in determination of middle of river: Ambiguous Values and low resolu-
tion (300 m)
– Islands and banks of sand within the river
• Errors in comparison of cycles
– Temporal offset of one year and four days (369 days repeat cycle)
– Spatial offset of one to three kilometers
1This track of 2012 is biased and had to be corrected, its height value is interpolated.
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(a) Overview map of CryoTrack
(b) Google Earth
Figure 4.20: Analyzed 130 km section of Niger, blue lines: 2012, green lines:2013
Intersection
Number #
Day Latitude
in degrees
Longitude
in degrees
Height H in
meters
January 2012
1 4th 7.8476 6.8402 58.26
21 22nd 7.9408 7.0471 121.631 62.11
3 31st 8.0516 7.4233 66.75
4 2nd 8.0213 7.6986 70.92
5 20th 7.9868 7.9265 73.43
January/February 2013
1 7th 7.8447 6.8504 58.36
2 24th 7.9428 7.0738 62.75
3 34th 8.0513 7.4348 66.75
4 5th 8.0103 7.7059 71.22
5 22nd 7.9608 7.9522 73.90
Table 4.1: Table of Measurements
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# ∆H in
meters
∆H cum. in
meters
d in
kilometers
d cum. in
kilometers
Slope
in cm/km
Slope to #1
in cm/km
January 2012
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 3.851 3.85 25 25 15.4 15.4
3 4.64 8.49 43 68 10.7 12.4
4 4.17 12.66 31 99 13.7 12.8
5 2.51 15.17 25 124 9.9 12.2
January/February 2013
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 4.39 4.39 27 27 16.3 16.3
3 4.00 8.39 42 68 9.6 12.3
4 4.47 12.86 30 99 14.8 13.0
5 2.68 15.54 28 126 9.7 12.3
Intersection
Number #
Number of intersection, counted from one to five, from left to
right, see Figure 4.20
Latitude,
Longitude
WGS84 coordinates of intersection
Height H Surface height measurement from L2 data
∆H Height difference to last intersection
∆H to #1 Height difference to intersection 1
d Distance to last intersection
d cum. Cumulative distance. This gives a better estimate for the distance
between the intersection than a straight line.
Slope Slope to last intersection
Overall slope Slope to intersection 1: ∆H to #1d cum.
Table 4.2: Table: Slope Computation
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The average slope of both years can be computed by a linear regression. The resulting slopes
differ by less than 0.1 cm/km: 12.13 cm/km in 2012 and 12.15 cm/km in 2013. This small
deviation and also the single consistent slope values, see Table 4.2, are a good indicator for
the quality of the slope value. Especially with respect to the record flood in 2012, which made
a change of river lane and height very likely. Of course a longer series needs to be analyzed
to give comparable results, but unfortunately, the number of available data prior to 2012 is
quite small. A comparison between months (Note: 30 days sub-cycle) could additionally show
differences within a year, e.g. between rain and dry season.
The parameters of the slope computation formula can be derived in a different of ways, e.g.
accumulated versus direct height difference or different approximations for the distance. This
is application dependent as well as the observation time. In this example the direct height
difference was divided by the accumulated distance, the sum of the sections, to derive the
slope between point 1 and the other points, see last column of Table 4.2. The summing up of
the single distances is a better approximate of the actual river lane because a river does usually
not follow a straight line over such distances. The river shapefile could be used to get the length
of a river as well. It does not have the best precision but should be sufficient, due to its higher
resolution.
Overall, determination of a river slope less ambiguous and easier than of a river width. Main
reason for this is the need of only one measurement per intersection, whose location does also
not has to be that precise, because slope is only an average value of the much longer distances
between the tracks.
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Figure 4.21: Plot of River Slopes. Fairly linear graph, due to constant slope over the distance. Consistent over
both years.
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4.2.4 Special Case: Computation with only one track
In the special case that a single track crosses a river two or more times
the analysis second track becomes redundant and the problem of the
time difference is eliminated as well. If you ensure to take the middle
of the river and to get the right distance between the measurements,
this special case is capable to return very good results.
In Section 4.1.4.3 we had a case like this:
River Intersection on February 2nd, 2012. Selection: 6.15◦N to 6.4◦N,
6.7◦E to 6.8◦E.
In the surface height Figure 4.22 the slope of the river valley is dis-
tinguishable. By exploiting the flatness of the river surroundings, we
can estimate the river slope although the single river intersections
can not be exactly determined.
The idea is the computation of a linear regression of the height mea-
surements between 1 and 2, that are 12’12” in latitude respectively
22.61 km apart. Excluding the blunder at 6.3◦ the regression returns
a slope of 11.83 cm/km.
As before the slope is based on an estimated distance, which does not
respect smaller curves. In this case it is simply the geodetic distance
between 1 and 2. These two points have been chosen because of the
steep slopes on their river averted sides.
Unfortunately, intersections like this are rare. Even small shifts in
longitude like the shift error of the 396 days cycle can cause that river
and track are too far apart and hence the surface not constant enough
anymore.
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Figure 4.22: Surface height graph (same as Figure 4.12b) with linear regression line estimating the slope
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Outlook
5.1 Conclusions of Hydrological Analysis
Combining the measured quantities surface height, peakiness and backscatter the presence of
a big river can easily be distinguished. The biggest limitation for such analysis stays the same
as for other spaceborne radar sensors, the low resolution of only one measurement roughly
every 300 m. A river needs a certain width of about 200 m to be identifiable as such and
should be even wider if its river beds shall be determined, because you get the uncertainties
on both sides. This minimum width of CryoSat-2 data matches prior similar missions, see [8].
For wide rivers like Niger however, good estimates have been achieved using the developed
algorithm. Especially the surface height, which naturally has to be constant above a water
surface, is a very good indicator. It has a biggest physical meaning of the other three values,
because peakiness and backscatter return high values for pretty much every wet surfaces,
but a water slope in the cross-section of more than half a meter is very unlikely. Such slopes
can vary, due to changing currents and the wind, but gravity keeps those effects in a low
magnitude. Additionally the slope of the river in flow direction, which was determined
at about 12 cm/km in Section 4.2 does influence the heights. If, for example, the satellite
crosses a 1 km river wide river not perpendicular but at an intersection angle of only 60◦, the
surface height difference between the two banks is about 7 cm. These 7 cm are distributed
over the 1150 m, approximately four measurements, that the satellite is above the river. With
known intersection angle and river slope, the surface height could be corrected for this height
difference together with the river width, which has to be adjusted anyway.
Big intersection angles are another major limitation for this kind of river analysis. If a river
runs in the same direction as the satellite does, it is simply impossible to make conclusions
about the river cross-section. Here it can be helpful to exploit the different course of the
ascending and descending node of the satellite. For the area around Niger River, the tracks
cross each other at an angle of approximately 13 degrees.
The derived algorithm in Section 4.1.3 works fine so far, however the difficulty will always
be the determination of a general threshold. For such a threshold many more tests need to
be performed, especially in well known areas to detect all the correlations and noise factors.
The perfect test area would be a straight and wide river with sharp banks, no islands and
dry surroundings. Unfortunately, the Niger River does not have these characteristics, in fact
quite the opposite. Especially the wet surroundings and tributary rivers make it very hard
to distinguish the transitions between land and river and if the chosen threshold is only one
measurement off, the computed river width is wrong by up to 300 m The resolution, which
depends on the footprint of the antenna, is the crucial part when using radar altimetry for
water extend determination. Smaller rivers can just hardly be detected, although an accurate
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width would be more important for them than for wide and deep rivers [8]. A resolution of
100 m would improve the capability of this procedure significantly, but it is a moot question
whether this is technically possible. For narrower rivers in situ approaches using gauges seem
to be unbeatable (Examples: [10] [8])
River slope determination on the other side is less ambiguous, mostly because only one
valid measurement per intersection is needed. Even if this measurement is not exactly above
the river the height is still valid as long as the surface of the surroundings is flat. By computing
the slope out of the height differences, an additional variable comes into play, the distances
between the compared intersections. Required is not the geodetic distance, but the distance
along the lane of the river. This path is clearly harder to determine and a problem of its own.
Issues like temporal and spatial offsets turned out to be not that critical as long as they
stay within a close range. The river slope is an mean value computed out of two or more
measurement, so the average over several kilometers, therefore small uncertainties in height
and distance are not that significant.
Further tests to evaluate the slope algorithm, Section 4.2.2 need to be done as well. Ideally over
several cycles, which is hard, due to a lack of long term data, but also comparisons between
months and season would be valuable.
5.2 Outlook
Unfortunately, the extent of the bachelor thesis can not cover all issues of this topic. Espe-
cially the number of actual analyzed examples is limited and hence the estimation of numerical
thresholds were not possible. Approaches like the Water Surface Quotient, discussed in Section
4.1.5, are promising and would simplify the comparison of the measurement quantities. Such
qualitative thresholds do also require good test areas with precisely known properties, prefer-
ably in situ data, to detect correlations and noise in the measurement quantities.
Also the other modes, SAR and SIN, are worth testing. The are recorded at a higher frequency
and should return higher quality measurements. The complete Congo River and the big lakes
in central Africa for example are completely monitored in SIN mode. SIN mode resolves the
retraced waveform in 512 bins and hence its peakiness value is more reliable. The interferom-
etry does also allow a more precise surface height determination, which was identified as the
quantity with the highest geometrical significance.
The intersection angle between satellite track and the river direction needs to be determined
as well. In single cases this could be done manually by aerial imagery, but for more compre-
hensive analysis a more automatic procedure is necessary. For example different shapefiles like
the one used here, see [1] or the one of Google Earth, could be compared and mathematically
intersected with the satellite track. Unfortunately, as mentioned multiple times before, those
shapefiles are low resolved and not always very precise.
This thesis was focused on the evaluation of the capability of CryoSat-2’s data in the first place.
If further research wants to use it in a larger scale the monthly access to the data might not
be sufficient. CryoTrack could be expanded to allow the access to longer periods of time and
thereby to bigger amounts of data at once. This of course, does highly depend on the individual
application.
XV
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